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"History of Art", by Gombrich, a famous book with unusual deficiencies.


The famous book "History of Art" by Ernst Gombrich was published for the first time in the United Kingdom in its primitive version. Since then it has gone through 16 revised editions, with numerous reprints. In 2006 the first pocket edition was printed in London in English, of great quality, and with prints of the 413 images that constitute its anthology. The book has been translated into numerous languages. In 2010 the pocket edition also appeared in Spanish. The blurb of this edition begins by affirming that "History of Art" [by Gombrich] "is the most popular and famous book of art ever published". We don't doubt it, and it is precisely this enormous diffusion that has invited me to write the published notes as follows.

My respect and inclination towards Gombrich's works is based upon my reading of several of his more important books. Among them it seems convenient to me to point out "Art and Illusion", "The Image and the Eye" and "The Preference by the Primitive". These are wonderful books, and I recommend them entirely. Some time ago, when the first Spanish edition was published, I had had a certain temptation to read "History of Art", although I didn't do it. But last year, when I was living in London, I found the pocket English edition in the National Gallery bookshop. When I verified that this edition was so beautiful, carefully compiled and cheap, I convinced myself to buy and read it in English. I did it with pleasure and care. In Madrid I later verified that the pocket edition had also been published in Spanish, and this discovery brought me to write the present commentary.

Firstly, I would like to express gratitude that such a great professor dedicated himself to the divulgation of Art History, and that he put upon himself the obligation to talk about Art through all the periods of humanity, from Prehistoric times to the 20th century. Apart from Gombrich, nobody or almost nobody has done it, thus, the diffusion and prestige of the work comes as no surprise. As Gombrich visits all times and styles with a distinctive quick yet dense pace, it is no surprise. As Gombrich visits all times and styles with a distinctive quick yet dense pace, it is thus the case, the book does feature very average examples of British still life. We could overhaul the Spanish picture to find many more absences (over-all in comparison with the list of unknown people before transcribed) but let's move on to clearer examples. The choice of El...
Greco paintings is quite absurd (there are only two faintly important paintings, and from New York and Boston museums!!). The choice of Velázquez paintings is better, as the book features "El aguador de Sevilla" and "Las Meninas" and the portrait of Inocencio X, but then again it also features the relatively unimportant painting of a member of the Royal Family (from a Vienna museum). Goya is completely undervalued, not simply because only three of his paintings appear, but most of all because the very choice of them is not convincing. Neither does Carlos IV's family nor the paintings of "2 de mayo" feature, for example, nor many other very important works. Meanwhile, though Picasso is not undervalued as far as quantity is concerned, his chosen works too are extremely unsuitable.

We've already been noticing that such cases occur not only with Spanish Art. Giotto, Mantegna and Tiziano are similarly undervalued, and quite absurdly, Guardi is featured instead of Canaletto, who, in spite of his importance in England, does not appear. Indeed, it was he who painted Greenwich Hospital. With regards to Mantegna, many of his important works are ignored, such as the wonderful "The Death of the Virgin" (in the Prado museum), or the fresco paintings of the "Camera degli sposi". "The Triumph of Cesar" was also ignored, despite it being in London's Hampton Court Palace, which Gombrich had close to hand.

Raphael on the other hand was treated well, however there is not one reproduction of the wonderful Vatican frescoes, which I believe is a grave mistake. Instead, there is an exaggerated reproduction of the Sistine Chapel. Of Fra Angelico's works only a poor Annunciation (from the San Marco museum, in Florence) is reproduced, and not the splendid one in the Prado museum.

Naturally, Tiziano's best works have not been chosen either as the best ones are in the Prado: the portraits of the Emperor Carlos and Empress, or the portrait of King Philip II (how can one possibly think about this diabolical King!!), or the Daseae, among others. The best of Rubens works are also in the Prado, and thus they don't appear either. Neither can one explain, given Gombrich's obsession with the author, the absence of Durero's magnificent self-portrait, "Adam and Eve", also present in the Prado, and thus they don't appear either. Neither can one explain, given Gombrich's obsession with the author, the absence of Durero's magnificent self-portrait, "Adam and Eve", also present in the Prado. That is to say that Gombrich does not allude to the Prado even though he could satisfy his obsessions. Could this be a form of ignorance?

It is impossible to understand how Gombrich could have systematically turned a blind eye to the world's most important, richest, and finely assorted art gallery; the great Art Gallery of Madrid. Indeed, it brims with so many masterpieces that any other gallery would look plain in comparison, and I have absolute faith that many other people share my opinion. One cannot possibly be a History of Art expert without knowing the Prado Museum inside out. While this statement might sound like an exaggeration to the average English or North American, one thing remains certain; that it is impossible to be an expert in History of Art without knowing Madrid.

One more thing: while it is possible that other authors are not as disciplined as Gombrich, it is noteworthy that the "Whereabouts" in History of Art not only is compiled solely out of books produced in England, but only out of books translated into English. Thus books in their original language German, French, Italian, Spanish or other languages are absent. They simply are not used. To compile a bibliography solely out of books in English is not only a pretension tinged with racism but also, most of all, a notable mistake. For example, the not so systematic but very lucid author Eugenio D'Ors (Xenius), whose few to none works have been translated into English, would have made excellent material for the Austrian professor. His ignorance of "Three Hours in the Prado Museum", one of the best books written about painting, strikes one as a grave fault. If he were to read it, he would have surely enjoyed it. Nonetheless, and fortunately enough, Gombrich's book does bring to mind something of Eugenio D'Ors lucid positions and formal analysis.

But if we want to highlight the book's true disaster, let's move onto his discussion of architecture that should have been completely discarded due to the fact that Gombrich does not know how to deal with this subject. Sculpture, too, is almost entirely absent. Indeed, Gombrich wouldn't have missed anything out had he not referred to Architecture or Sculpture in his work. Their only reason for appearing is that it is impossible to talk about the ancient world without referring to them. Both styles are poorly represented, and as the book continues the mistakes become ever more awkward. In the manuals of Art History, while errors related to architecture are common it does not mean that they are less serious. The examples of pre-renaissance architecture that he has chosen to relate within the book are certainly acceptable because of the conventional knowledge he has applied to them. However, I do protest against his examples of English, German, Dutch, gothic and other styles. Once again, the examples chosen are of a rather secondary order and they ought to have been replaced by different examples, especially by French or even Italian and Spanish works.

The disaster really starts to take its course from the baroque period onwards. Only one example of Italian baroque is featured, that being Borromini's rather conventional St Agnese in Rome's Piazza Navona. Versailles, both topical and scarcely attractive, is also featured alongside less important Teutonic-Austrian works. No other works from Italy, Spain or Latin America are included. Two pieces by Wren (what a miracle, may I add) have been included, but none by Hawksmoor: it is impossible to reach such knowledge or such lucidity.

He pays particular tribute to topical Britishness with Boyle's Chiswick House in London while he fails to recognize the great Ledoux, for instance. With regards to Soane, only a relatively unimportant picture of his has been chosen. The British Houses of Parliament, and no other, is also not unexpectedly included as are examples by Victor Horta and not of Gaudi; yet another example of a lack of clarity.

With regards to XXth Century architecture, the disaster could be no less complete. The anthology appears to be ridiculous, to the point of being rogue. How can he dare present himself as an educated person, and why has no one advised him? The examples chosen include one considerably minor work by Wright (could it have been so difficult to choose another?), the Rockefeller Center (out of where did this trace of apparent lucidity arise?) and Gropius' Bauhaus. No other traces of modernism exist, neither Le Corbusier nor Mies van de Rohe or Alvar Aalto; these common and scandalous absences are simply unforgivable. The ultimate point of destruction could not have been more rugged: the AT&T by Johnson and Burgee (who knows why it was necessary to chronicle the "post"?), and the most conventional, sad Stirling; the amplification of the Tate Gallery. It is true that little can be included, but this is not a reason to do one's job so badly.

Leaving aside momentarily the anthology and its errors, I would like to reinstate the point that the book's ideology is one that mystified protestant attitudes and denigrates catholic ones. This mentality, at least as far as the clearly religiously apathetic author of this piece is concerned - can no longer be borne at this particular point in time, an era in which so many lies and errors have been denounced or cleared up. According to Gombrich, protestant artists (in Great Britain, Germany and Holland for example) dedicated themselves to portraits and to the capture of daily life and reality thanks to the fact that they had no religious commissions due to the prohibition, or quasi prohibition, of icons. This, to Gombrich, seems ideal to the same extent that he considers the dedication to religious and classic themes of an almost negligible, much lower value. These subjects, which he regards as exclusive to the Catholics, are looked upon with a suspicion of banality and useless idealism. It is this very reason that can explain why he places Holbein up on a pedestal, though in reality he cannot be lined up next to the true greats, and also what makes him value certain themes over artistic merit, and thus in confirming he only picks out the most banal examples of the social history of art.

These arguments not only are impossible to accept, but they also quite simply oppose many of the well balanced ideas that the book reflects throughout. Indeed, Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel is especially celebrated within the book, despite it being a religious work of art, notwithstanding one of the greatest works of all time. On the other hand, other great artists including Velázquez, Goya, or even Murillo, are considered of a Catholic order, especially protected by monarchs. Instead, these are the
very geniuses that revolutionised absolute realism, or rather those who perfected the art of capturing not religious nor classic themes, but popular stories. There are hardly any paintings by Velázquez and Goya which are both religious and of any interest. Neither should one forget that any one of Holbein’s portraits looks pale, in whatever shape, form or color, compared to any portrait by Velázquez.

So, all of the above is quite enough to demonstrate, and to protest against, the biased, self-interested and possibly ignorant point of view which Gombrich maintains in his celebrated and widely sold book. In spite of this, I wouldn’t mind recognising that it is, all in all, a good book. The one thing that saddens me the most is how its errors, back to back against its successes, ultimately result in the disinformation and dis-education of the masses while paradoxically proving to be formative at the same time. It is equally down-putting, and this goes between you and I, that there is neither a sufficiently supportive editorial industry nor the sufficient will to encourage great Spanish or (and especially) Italian authors to write -if they have not yet written- a popular work that could act as an alternative to the one commented above.

The deception which one feels when reading this book is rather intense if one is to remember the fantastic essays of the authors mentioned at the beginning. Turn away from this author, and turn towards the rest.